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The Prague Belvedere was the most important architectural project of the Czech and Hungarian
king and Holy Roman Emperor Ferdinand I (1503-1564). This villa is exceptional in the context
of European art history, as its architecture is one of the first echoes of the Italian renaissance in
transalpine Europe. There is no equal to the Prague Belvedere in sculptural decoration and
intensity of links to ancient Greek and Roman culture in the entire transalpine renaissance, but
the building is exceptional even in its ties to the northern European cultural tradition. The building
and its rich decoration were never analyzed systematically and has thus far never been
integrated into either a European or a Czech cultural/historical context. This book is devoted
primarily to the question of what Ferdinand wanted to say to Prague and to the world through
this building, what he wanted it to reveal to future generations about him and his time. The aim of
this book has not merely been to reconstruct the original significance of one of the European
monuments from the 16th century, but also to clarify the mechanisms which determined the
appearance of building projects in the transalpine renaissance.



The turning point in the development of the legend is the poem Olgerd Gejštor from 1889, in
which the great Czech poet Julius Zeyer wrote in epic proportion about good Queen Ann, Czech
saint and “interventionist”[136]. The very arrival of the newly elected king in Prague was in
Zeyer’s poem the prophecy of an approaching Czech tragedy. “Whoever saw him, fell silent,
brooding, coldness blew from him onto the entire Czech nation”. Only Ann could reverse this
tragedy, to whom the Czech nation “was so dear” and who at that time “like promising salvation,
went with her husband, like the dove of peace, she carried herself at his side”[137]. Zeyer’s
verses about how Ann saved her people “with a shield of love”, liken the Czech queen to the
Hussite soldiers. Žižka’s soldiers defended the Czechs with weapons in hand, but Ann does not
have to take the Hussite shield into her hand, because her goodness is a much more powerful
weapon.Zeyer’s Ann sums up the Czech post-White Mountain topos by saying the best defense
is humility and pure emotion, which will triumph in the end even over the greatest power, which is
personified in this case by Ferdinand. It is typical that given the countless number of verses
singing Ann’s praises, her death, which stepped into the history of the Czech nation, is always
recalled. Even Zeyer’s poem climaxes with Ann’s death and its catastrophic impact on the further
fate of the Czech nation[138]. An entire line of Czech literary figures of the time was similarly
unhappy about her death. “Unfortunately she died just when the need for her goodness was the
greatest; as it was a time of resistance and punishment in the year 1547”, wrote, for example,
Ruth[139].In the second half of the 19th century, all conditions for the legend of the “good
queen” to become intertwined with the celebration of the Czech renaissance were created,
resulting in the myth of the “Queen Ann Summer Palace”. In 1890, Zigmund Winter, in one of his
widely-read cultural-historical works, emphasized that the roots of the Czech renaissance were
directly in Italy, from whence the new style was brought by professional craftsmen summoned
from there, which was very important, as this signified a refusal of any kind of German influence.
Some time later, according to Winter, a specifically Czech renaissance was developed, which, in
its top works of art such as the Belvedere, exceeded the Italian models – this building “would be
an object of awe in the cypress surroundings above Florence and would remain victorious over
its Italian associates”[140]. As supporting evidence for the self-existence of the “Czech
renaissance”, Winter presents the fact that in his day, architects were returning to these very
buildings in order to found a new and specifically Czech school of architecture[141]. This
spiritual climate bred Balšánek’s above-mentioned monograph about the Prague
Belvedere[142].The classicist reconstruction of the Belvedere was completed at the end of 1866
and the building was opened to the public, which without a doubt enlivened the interest in this
site. It had already become a key monument of the modern architectural tradition in this part of
the Hapsburg monarchy, however, in 1865, when Josef Zítek cited it in his plans for the most
significant building of the Czech National Revival, the National Theater in Prague. Zítek’s
inspiration from the two-story material form of the Belvedere and the shape of its roof is explicitly
proven by the oldest sketch of the theater’s silhouette from 1865, on which the roof has the
same arc-shaped profile as Ferdinand’s summer palace[143]. Only in the definitive plans was



this profile replaced by an Italian-style arch, but even after this change, the similarity in silhouette
between the two buildings is one of the features which combine to create the Prague panorama,
of which the people of the time were well aware.Using the neo-renaissance style, the architect
accommodated the requests of the Committee for the Foundation of the National Theater, the
opinions of which were publicized in a series of articles published in the year the competition
was announced in the newspaper “Národní listy”. An anonymous writer, likely Julius Gregr, wrote
there that Zítek’s design was created: “overall in a domestic style, in this style, which was
brought from the country of art, that is, from Italy onto the impressionable domestic territory of
everything which is beautiful, and which is nothing else but the rebirth or the renaissance of the
construction art of the Greeks and Romans, the only ones who were, are and will be a fountain-
head of all beauty in architecture. This building style, in which the most remarkable and greatest
buildings in the world are rendered, became a part of our country, and we have a large number
of buildings and palaces in Prague which are more or less correctly and often also unnaturally
built in this style. This style appears most sincere on Ferdinand’s château, the Belvedere, on its
lower floor with columns around it.” Paradoxically, the author of the article criticizes the
Belvedere’s roof, which had the greatest influence on Zítek. In the opinion of the author of the
article cited above, “on the upper floor, less noble forms appear”[144].The article cited above still
mentions “Ferdinand’s château”, later, however, this and other names (“Ferdinadeum”,
“Belvedere”) entirely pushed out by the name “The Queen Ann Summer Palace”. The conflict
between pride in the renaissance architecture of the Belvedere and dislike of anything relating to
the Hapsburgs was solved elegantly by the legend of Queen Ann Summer Palace, in which the
building was detached from the historical context by the unfounded statement that it was “built
by love”[145]. In this way, the building was also, figuratively speaking, taken away from the
Hapsburgs and associated with the local ruling dynasty.The question of how significant a place
the Belvedere occupied in the Czech National Revival is strongly attested by the fact that during
the definitive opening of the neo-renaissance National Theater in 1883, the play “Salomena” by
Bohumil Adámek (1848-1915) was presented, as the first ever Czech play performed in this
venue. The plot of the play is situated in the Prague Belvedere and its involution diversifies the
motif of the “Czech Ester”, which is why the play was so successful and was soon published in
book form numerous times. In Salomena, Italian artists working on the Belvedere do appear, but
the main conflict is politics, religion, and nationality.The main protagonists are an Italian, Zuan,
the main builder of the Belvedere, and his Czech wife Salomena. Zuan is a catholic loyal to
Ferdinand and personifies lack of morality, lack of honor and the corrupted nature of the
developed “western” world. Opposite him stands Salomena, who personifies the unadulterated
moral nature of the Slavs, in which unconditional love dominates. Salomena sympathizes with
the protestant rebels and becomes actively involved in the resistance against Ferdinand, for
which she pays with her own life in the end. The entire drama is based on the opposition of the
innocent ruling Czech atmosphere and the imported Italian culture oriented toward intellectual
and material indulgences. In opposition to the refined renaissance over-pride is placed earnest



human emotion, an unthreatened fight for freedom and religious ideals. One reaction to
“Salomena” is perhaps Brožík’s painting “Emperor Ferdinand among his artists”[146]. The
theme of Salomena is the conflict between the awe felt towards western civilization and the
aversion to its corruptness, the product of which was the legend of the “Queen Ann Summer
Palace”. We can find this conflict taken to extremes in “Hradčany Songs”, which František
Serafinský Procházka published some time around 1900. This sarcastic critique of the Hapsburg
government in Bohemia immediately became a bestseller and even contains the song
“Belvedere” in which national pathos is shielded by pseudo-historical erudition. The poem is
actually a cultural-historical analysis of the Prague Belvedere which has only one aim - harsh
judgment of the Hapsburg government in Bohemia[147].In the first half of the opening verse is a
refined celebration of the beauty of the building, which is referred to as a “stone poem” and a
“green emerald from a ring”, but immediately in the second part of the verse, its Czech context is
emphasized. The Belvedere is, in conflict with reality, placed in the middle of Slavic linden trees
and at the same time, the contrast between the imported renaissance and the earthly nature of
the local folk culture and its indefeasibility is indicated (“the linden of the low branch begins, full
of silver buds”). Furthermore, the inspiration for the Belvedere in classical antiquity is recalled
(“the hymn-like greeting of eternal beauty”) and its aristocratic character, which is indicated by
the picture of “dove-colored greyhounds” running all over the lawn. A “quiet harp” sounds, played
by Queen Ann in her “sweet dreaming”, who is characterized as the “great granddaughter from
the Jagellonian line”, thus a member of the local and Slavic dynasty. In addition to the dreaming
are some love motifs (“whispering tones waft, as if to lure someone”, “red blossoms ardently
spring up”), but in the next verse, the author confesses that “the poem disappoints” – the
Belvedere was meant for the queen, but she did not live to see its completion. (“Here lies your
body, dead, and the harp waited in vain”). Here again the theme of death, which was key to the
legend of the “good Queen Ann”, appears.At the moment when Ann’s untimely death is recalled,
Procházka turns away from the Belvedere in order to reveal the true face of the Hapsburg
presence at the Prague Castle. The summer palace is confronted with the towers of the Prague
Castle which rise up behind it, from which primarily Daliborka became famous as a dungeon,
which is referred to in the verse “the rebels sink into the depths through a hole in the ceiling” The
Belvedere was implanted into this broader context, through which its place in Czech culture
essentially changed: the “curses” and “illnesses “ of the prisoners “in the garden they roughly
smother, harp, your tones deafen, fire disturbs the ambience”. The Belvedere was confronted
with the horrors of the Hapsburg imperial rule, which the fate of the summer palace during the
rule of Rudolph II colorfully illustrates (“in the haven of love at the end of a chain, the crazy king
expresses his grief”). The Belvedere is beautiful and what’s more it was “built by love”, but
according to Procházka, we must look at it from a broader point of view and we cannot forget
that in the time when it came about, “elsewhere, the demon crushed the Czech homeland wildly
exacerbated with anger”. In conclusion, Procházka expresses regret that the Hapsburg love was
limited to the Belvedere and did not extend to the entire country. That is to say that the



Hapsburgs did leave the Belvedere in Prague, but if they had never been here at all, there would
be thousands of such buildings, according to Procházka (“poor country, where you would be,
what miracles there would be here!”)As a result of its connection to the queen, whose untimely
death prevented her from saving the Czech nation, the Belvedere became a monument of sorts
to its tragic fate, which manifested itself in an otherwise difficult to comprehend aura of sadness
with which this harmonic building suggesting recreation was surrounded. We repeatedly read
that “the abandoned summer palace looks sadly and somberly at the neighboring Imperial
Garden and Chotek Orchards”[148]. These formulations clearly reflect the doubly brittle nature
of the relationship between the Czech patriots and the Prague Belvedere, which is admired, but
also sensed as something basically foreign to the local spirit.The Czech National Revival thus
had a two-sided relationship to the Belvedere. On the one hand, Prague and Bohemia were
interrelated with Italy and the Italian renaissance due to this building, which was an opportunity
to distance oneself from Austria and the German architectural tradition, which the nationalists
welcomed. On the other hand, this building was exclusively associated with the hated
Hapsburgs, as it was in a way a monument to their ascension to the Czech throne. This conflict
was resolved by the myth of “The Queen Ann Summer Palace”, but the images of Ferdinand and
the Hapsburgs could never be completely disassociated with the Belvedere, which was
evidently the reason why the myth is still alive in the Czech historical conscience.II.
ARCHITECTURE GLOSSARY Arcades The Prague Belvedere is without question one of the
oldest and most ambitious buildings of this type which came into existence north of the Alps.
The very researchers who place emphasis on its genuine Italian character and inspiration from
the ancients, at the same time, however, point to the fact that this building, both in many of its
details as well as as a whole, has no direct analogies in Italy of that time[149]. The Prague
Belvedere was thus apparently not built in accordance with what was relevant in Italian
architecture at the time. This situation was best summarized by Preiss: “Overall in the
architecture of the Belvedere, the process of development from the Florentine Quattrocento to
the contemporary Venetian architectural production with elements of the post-Bramante Roman
stage are depicted“[150].The dominant features of the Prague Belvedere are the aerial arcades,
which had already taken effect on the people of the time. The individual elements of the arcades
as a whole correspond to the building methods of the second quarter of the 16th century in Italy.
The arcades rest upon ionic columns with high plinths, which are connected by a cone-lined
balustrade. This building article has no predecessor among the ancients and is a continuation of
the tradition of medieval decorative columns[151]. The bodies of the columns of the Prague
Belvedere are not fluted with striking entasis, the front side of the turret scrolls is covered with
softly-rendered acanthus foliage, with the turret scrolls connected by garlands, which at the
original main entrance to the Belvedere are complemented on the left by the order of the golden
fleece and on the right by an eagle. The entablature remains true to the model from ancient
imperial buildings – on the bottom side of the cornice are modillions with an acanthus décor
intertwined with rosettes, under which is an Ionic cyma decorated with an oviform and a dentil



underneath it. The frieze is filled with an acanthus tendril with grotesques alternated with various
objects. The architrave is separated from the frieze by a simple Ionic cyma, the upper fascias of
the architrave are separated from one another by an astragal. Buildings in the Ionic and
Corinthian styles were enriched with modillions on the underside of the cornice in the early
Augustan era and later these cornices became a regular element in monumental architecture.
The modillions were into this form developed tablets (mutules), which were a characteristic
element of the entablature of the Doric order. Vitruvius criticized the concurrent use of the
mutules and the dentils, which we can also find on the Prague Belvedere, because they were
originally the same thing: “And just as in the Doric order the mutules have been the
representation of the projecting principal rafters, so, in the case of Ionic dentils, they also imitate
the projection of the ordinary rafters”[152]. The architect of the Prague Belvedere did not even
respect Vitruvius’s further instructions in the conception of the entablature, which proves that
Paolo della Stella was did not operate on the basis of architectural theory during the preparation
of the building model, but on the basis of Italian practices of the time[153].In addition to these
details which reveal the Italian education of the Prague Belvedere architect, there are, however,
elements which differ from the Italian norms of the time. The bases of the arcade columns are of
the Ionic-Corinthian type, i.e. with two toruses and two scotias, which the renaissance architects
knew from the Pantheon in Rome. The bases of the columns of this type, however, were not
common in Italy of the first half of the 16th century and it should be mentioned that we can also
find them on the classicizing palace of Charles V in Granada, which came about during the
same time as the Prague Belvedere[154]. In Granada, we find them only at the entrance portal
and because they were never used anywhere else on this building, we cannot rule out the
possibility that this is a citation which was to suggest linkage between the Granada palace and
the Roman Pantheon, which was then considered the work of Hadrian, with whom Charles V
identified due to his Iberian origin[155]. It cannot be ruled out that this citation from the Roman
Pantheon was meant to emphasize the imperial character of the building even in Prague, but this
may also be a mere coincidence. The column arcades, however, which are one of the most
striking features of the Prague Belvedere, are a definite deviation from the Italian norm of the
time, which indicates a definite aim. The column arcade on the main façade was typical for
medieval Italy, when this architectural element was popular above all in Tuscany and Lombardy.
On one of the most famous arcade façades, in the “Spedale degli Innocenti” in Florence
(1421-1445), Bruneleschi altered the medieval column arcade in accordance with the ancient
models[156] and these column arcades “all’antica” appeared for the first time in northern Italy in
the “Loggia del Consiglio” in Verona (1476-1493).At the turn of the 15th-16th century in Italy and
surrounding Europe, however, column arcades began to be pushed out by their authentic
Roman form, which means pillar arcades with half-columns or pilasters. Starting roughly in the
second decade of the 16th century, these pillar arcades became a fashionable attribute of public
buildings, with their column variation appearing only exceptionally on representative façades
and we find it regularly only in courtyards or on back façades turned around toward the



garden[157]. A similar situation was, for example, the case of the palace in Mechelen, where
Ferdinand stayed in the court of the archduchess Margaret during the years 1518-1521[158]. As
is to be expected, when column arcades began to be replaced by pillars in Italian architecture,
villas joined onto this trend[159]. The oldest villa with pillar arcades is the Vatican Belvedere
(1484-1487)[160] and we also, of course, find them in the villa Madama in Rome (1519-1527),
which was the first attempt at the archeologically-founded reconstruction of an ancient Roman
villa[161]. We also find an identically conceived loggia in the “Villa dei Vescovi” built in Luvignano
after 1535[162].As concerns the function of the column arcades in residential architecture, they
continued to be built on garden façades or in enclosed courtyards, where they evoked an
informal atmosphere through their airy nature and created intimate space intended for only the
residents of the house and their guests. The Prague Belvedere does not fall into this pattern,
because it is characterized as a private space due to its column arcades, but its prominent
placement in the Prague panorama indicates, alternatively, a public building. The fundamental
question is hence that of how we are to interpret its column colonnade, which was available for
all Prague residents to see on a daily basis. Was it the result of a chance coincidence, a lack of
understanding of the Italian models, or was it intentional? If it was in fact intentional, with whom
should we associate these intentions, the architect or the builder?During the time period when
the Prague Belvedere came into existence, the main façades of all significant Italian villas and
palaces had loggias in the form of pillar arcades with half-columns in front and if their column
variation was implemented into the building, it was always placed on the garden façade. The fact
that column arcades were built above Prague is even more surprising in that due to them, the
building became significantly more expensive. Archival documents explicitly reveal that precisely
the main problem was finances, the shortage of which caused the construction to drag out for an
extraordinarily long time. That is to say that the Belvedere was financed by the Czech Royal
Chamber, which provided money for the building very unwillingly. The first large crisis had
already taken place in April 1540, when the chamber announced that it was necessary to
suspend construction entirely[163]. Ferdinand refused and proposed reducing the costs[164].
This scenario was repeated several times during the construction of the Belvedere.The technical
construction problem associated with the column colonnade was that it had always been
supported by firm walls in Italian buildings. In Prague, however, the arcades were to run around
the entire building and thus stood freely in space, which we do not find on any Italian building.
The Prague Belvedere was from the very beginning dependent on connecting rods, which were
meant to hold the entire building together. Iron was of course expensive and we know that some
iron had allegedly already been stolen from the building site in 1539, for which the perpetrators
were punished by death[165]. On November 16, 1540, the Prague Chamber wrote, apparently in
response to pressure from Ferdinand, that the columns and the arches on the ground floor had
not yet been completed, so it was not possible to definitively say how much iron would be
needed in all[166]. This was an evident excuse, because the amount of iron for the connecting
rods could be easily estimated immediately upon the laying of the building’s foundation. In the



same letter, the chamber promises to deliver the necessary iron by March 1541, however it did
not uphold its promise, which is why Ferdinand had to once again emphatically request the
delivery of the iron for the construction of the Belvedere on June 1, 1542 , after more than a
year[167].The column arcades were clearly important for Ferdinand, because he approved them
even though they were expensive and in spite of the fact that they did not correspond to Italian
trends of the time, which he himself or his well-traveled and educated advisors must have been
aware. This could indicate that the arcade columns were important for the ideological program of
Ferdinand’s Belvedere and that what appears archaic to us could have been a part of the
building’s message. An important element of this message was evidently the fact that all four
façades of the Prague Belvedere have, due to the column arcades, the character of intimate and
private space, but at the same time are optically associated with the city in the west and south
and thus establish direct contact with its public spaces. The point of this gesture was evidently in
a metaphor which was later formulated by the most famous architect and theoretician of the
Venetian villa, Andrea Palladio – the loggias of a villa should be like hands spread open (“come
braccia”) which are meant to “gather those who come near the house into a handful”[168].The
Prague Belvedere was evidently meant to be not only an embodiment of the imperial royalty and
unlimited power, but all-encompassing protection as well. This is what was evidently meant by
the broad outstretched loggias, through which the building demonstratively encroaches into the
surrounding Prague space. This was also the case with the loggias of the medieval communal
palaces in Italy and the transalpine imperial castles. The loggias of communal palaces were a
place of administration and courts as well as a public space where the municipality gathered for
celebrations and where people spent their free time. The figure opposing the Belvedere arcades
was not so much the loggias of the renaissance villas as the loggias of the medieval city
palaces, which ostentatiously opened into the ancestral squares, in order to thus define public
space as private property. Ferdinand’s building is not isolated from the city, as we might expect
with a villa intended for rest and entertainment, but is, alternatively, opened up toward it and all
of its houses, thus actually subduing the entire Prague basin. Arcades of the Belvedere was a
means for redefining Prague as Ferdinand’s city.We can find a time analogy and confirmation of
all the interpretations of the Prague Belvedere column arcade outlined above in a villa built by
Andrea Doria during the years 1528-1533 in Genoa, in the same city where the wooden model
of the Prague Belvedere came into existence at the beginning of 1538[169]. Andrea Doria had
been at the head of the Genoa Republic since 1528 and at the same time was the admiral of the
Mediterranean fleet of Charles V, who rewarded him for his services by bestowing the Order of
the Golden Fleece upon him in 1531. The imperial status is manifested in the villa Doria primarily
by a direct citation from the ancient Roman seaside villa, as it is equipped with an open loggia in
the form of a U turned toward the sea. The rich sculptural and painted decoration with ancient
themes also celebrates Doria through links to the history of the Roman Republic and Ancient
Greek mythology.We can find indirect proof of the ties between Doria’s Genoa villa and the
Prague Belvedere on the 11th spandrel of the western façade of the Prague building, where



Leda is depicted copulating with Jupiter in the form of a swan. As we shall show in the relevant
chapter on the sculpture decoration of the Belvedere, the relief remains very true to the ancient
Roman artwork, by which it differs from the artistic practices of the time, in which Leda is always
depicted next to the swan[170]. It is remarkable to find the explicit depiction of the sexual act
between Leda and the swan, which in addition imitates the same ancient artwork as the Prague
relief, even in the palace of Ferdinand’s brother. Nicolò da Corte decorated a fireplace in the
Granada palace of Charles V with this relief and we know that this sculptor was working in
Genoa prior to his Spanish engagement, i.e. until 1537[171]. The Granada fireplace on which
Leda and the swan were depicted was definitely inspired by the fireplaces in Villa Doria, which
came about based on the design by Perino del Vaga.At the same time that Charles’ Granada
residence was coming into existence, Ferdinand I was building his representative Prague
residence. The negotiations on the contract with Paolo della Stella were completed by, as
already mentioned, Gomez Suarez de Figueroa, the ambassador of Charles V in Genoa. When
Charles V then summoned Nicolò da Corte from Genoa to Granada (perhaps also through
Suarez) and entrusted him with the decoration of his domicile, Ferdinand summoned another
sculptor from the same city to decorate his Prague building. This tie between the Genoa villa of
the imperial admiral and Ferdinand’s building projects was also not limited merely to the thirties.
Even around the 16th century, Doria’s villa was, as we shall show in the following chapter,
considered in the surroundings of the Hapsburg court to be a model worthy of imitation[172].The
private character of the villa Doria was aired by its architecture and location outside of the city
center, in reality, however, the building was used as an alternative ceremonial space designated
above all for the reception of distinguished visitors. The column arcades are located on the
garden façade, but it was turned toward the port which was the main social space in Genoa,
corresponding to the function of the main square in inland cities. Everyone who sailed into
Genoa at that time saw a colorful complex of city palaces and churches surrounded by city
walls, but to the left of it, immediately beyond the gate of St. Thomas, the fairytale beautiful
terrace garden of the Doria villa consummated by airy arcades was on exhibit for all to admire.
The status of Doria in Genoa corresponded to the status of Ferdinand in Prague and it can thus
be assumed that the point of the Prague column arcades can be deduced from the Genoa
column arcades. The Belvedere was thus meant to become a symbol of Prague, similarly to the
way in which the Villa Doria was intended to overpower Genoa. Doors and Windows The doors
and windows on the ground floor of the Belvedere were undoubtedly meant to create an
impression with their rich decoration. [173] The doors have a three-level frame, which expands
into ears on top, above the lintel is a cornice and above it a relief frieze ending in another
cornice. The frieze narrows on both sides as it descends with an arc-shaped trim, on which is a
half-palmette. Strikingly long ancones hang from the upper cornice, ending under the level of the
door ears. The windows are similarly rendered, the frieze above the lintel is narrower and lacks
figural ornamentation, as opposed to the doors, and the frame ends in ears not only on top, but
also below. Under the bottom edge of the frame, a mirror was added. The inspiration for the rich



decoration of the Belvedere’s lining was sought not only in ancient architecture, but also in
Genoa[174]. The rich portals were evidently not meant to give off a Genoa renaissance feeling,
but rather, an evidently ancient one, with Sebastian Serlio undoubtedly playing the role of
intermediary here[175]. The windows on the ground floor of the Belvedere were inspired by his
third book, published for the first time in 1540, in which the lining of the circular temple in Tivoli
from the early 1st century B.C. is depicted, the windows of which also have mirrors under the
lower edge[176].In the fourth book of Serlio’s work, which was first published in 1537, in the
chapter devoted to the Corinthian order, there is a drawing of two doors, on page 51v they are
“from Palestina” (likely Palestrina)[177] and on page 52r they are from “a Corinthian temple half a
mile from Spoleto”. Both drawings depict doors with richly decorated frames with ears and
cornices on the sides. Serlio did not incorporate them into his book because they were typical for
ancient architecture, but, on the other hand, because they were atypical, all the while explicitly
emphasizing this uniqueness among Spoleto doors in the attached commentary.Doors with ears
and cornices were an ancient Greek mannerism which established itself in the Roman Republic
and we can find them, for example, in the Hellenic Doric temple in Cori from the time around 100
B.C.[178]. As Vitruvius proves, something similar to this had already been rejected in Augustan
classicism, doors with ears were reserved exclusively for the Doric order and their further
attributes were a plain frame and a narrowing upward[179]. For Vitruvius, the cornices and the
ears are the two alternatives which are not mutually compatible. Later, the combination of Ionic
and Doric doors appeared once again, for example on the Pantheon, where an architect
identifiable as Riniero Neruccio da Pisa drew them at the beginning of the 16th century[180].
The non-classic doors attracted further top renaissance architects, to which a drawing of the
doors of the temple in Cori mentioned above, by Antonio da Sangallo the Younger, testifies[181].
The doors combining a Doric frame with ears with Ionic hanging scrolls were utilized by
Bramante for the main entrance of the Doric Tempietto in S. Pietro in Montorio (1499-1502),
which was mentioned in the preceding chapter. This type was often drawn and apparently
entered the repertoire of renaissance architects due to Bramante’s authority[182].Ferabosco (or
Wolmut) was evidently inspired in the Prague Belvedere by the drawing of the doors of S.
Salvatore near Spoleto mentioned above[183]. The portals are equipped with Doric ears, but at
the same time have divided frames, following the model of the Ionic doors. They also differ from
the Ionic doors by Vitruvius in that their frieze is much more capacious and the scrolls along the
sides are also larger and additionally have the shape of an “S” created freely in space, so they
have lost their tectonic function and became a purely decorative element. Scrolls such as these
are based on ancient architecture, but were limited exclusively to the late republic epoch, when
they appeared on small constructions such as gravestones[184]. San Salvatore at Spoleto dates
back to the 4th-5th century by some researchers, but it is necessary to counter this date. All
features of the San Salvatore portals have their base in the ancient tradition, but they do not
have any ancient analogies as a whole. This is why Deichmann estimates the date of the
building to be the second half of the 8th century[185] and quite recently, Jaggi estimates it to be



the late 6th to the early 8th century[186].Serlio inherited his awe for the portals of S. Salvatore
from the architect who was his greatest idol, Michel Sanmicheli[187]. We can find the most
faithful copy of the Spoleto doors on the Casa di Sanmicheli in Verona (around 1534), in which
not only the combination of Doric and Ionic elements is adopted, but also the manner of
decoration, including the tendril in the rectangle under the cornice[188]. This was how
Sanmicheli defined his otherwise rather humbly decorated house as the domicile of an original
artist – the ancient style decoration, which has no analogy in the architectural production of the
time, was apparently meant to emphasize the unique nature of the status of the architect-builder
in the society at that time[189]. The Spoleto Ionic-Doric frame maintained this hallmark of
uniqueness until the middle of the 16th century and it appears in the Prague Belvedere as a
rarity with which nothing could compare in fanciness.The architect of the Prague Belvedere was
evidently not inspired by S. Salvatore directly, but rather, merely by the drawing in Serlio’s book.
Adhering to it, he created the concept of the anconein a somewhat different form and as a full
cornice, also, the half-palmettes on the sides of the frieze was oriented outward and not inward.
Serlio’s drawing is quite schematic, which is why the details had to be taken from another
building. This was the “Tempio di Dio Redicolo”, which is a grave on the Via Appia, which,
judging from the ornamentation, comes from the years 138-161[190]. Even in this case, it was a
very popular building among architects in the 16th century[191]. Wolmut or Ferabosco also must
have had a drawing of this type in his archive, because above the lintel of the doors in the
Prague Belvedere is a cornice with pipes and above it a cyma recta separated from the cornice
by an astragal. We do not find this detail in Serlio’s book, but rather, on the windows of the
western side of the “Tempio di Dio Redicolo”.We must, then, clarify and correct the established
idea that the frames on the ground floor of the Prague Belvedere was taken “from ancient
Roman architecture”[192]. Without being aware of it, Wolmut was not inspired by the ancients
here, but by the Benevento proto-renaissance, which operated very freely with ancient
architectural heritage. It was evidently not a coincidence, because all the other models which he
used for the individual details of the door frames come either from the later Hellenistic tradition
or, alternately, from the second century A.D., when the early imperial architectural classicism lost
its effectuality. It is symptomatic that none of the models for the Belvedere’s reconstruction can
be associated with the Augustan tradition and Vitruvius. This pronounced style proves that the
author of the Prague Belvedere reconstruction had been carefully following the Northern Italian
fashion trends, specifically the publications of Sebastian Serlio and the work of Michele
Sanmicheli.The doors very similar to those of the Belvedere can be found in the buildings of the
French king Henry II. Above all, we must mention the doors from 1556 in the “chambre de
parade” in the Paris Louvre. This room was a part of the new construction the Louvre, which was
designed for François I by Pierre Lescot but was realized by his son. The room owes its name to
the atypically rich garnishes from exotic wood, made by Sibec de Carpi and Etienne
Carmoi[193]. The frames of the doors was here inspired by the one which Serlio depicted on the
page mentioned above, 52r, in his book from 1537. The dependence on Serlio’s illustration is



evident here – in the book, even a profile of the ancone is pictured in the side view on the side of
the doors, which apparently inspired the author of the design of the doors for Henry II to hang
one more ancone from the cornice above the doors, as if coming from the side of the frame.

Doors and Windows The doors and windows on the ground floor of the Belvedere were
undoubtedly meant to create an impression with their rich decoration. [173] The doors have a
three-level frame, which expands into ears on top, above the lintel is a cornice and above it a
relief frieze ending in another cornice. The frieze narrows on both sides as it descends with an
arc-shaped trim, on which is a half-palmette. Strikingly long ancones hang from the upper
cornice, ending under the level of the door ears. The windows are similarly rendered, the frieze
above the lintel is narrower and lacks figural ornamentation, as opposed to the doors, and the
frame ends in ears not only on top, but also below. Under the bottom edge of the frame, a mirror
was added. The inspiration for the rich decoration of the Belvedere’s lining was sought not only
in ancient architecture, but also in Genoa[174]. The rich portals were evidently not meant to give
off a Genoa renaissance feeling, but rather, an evidently ancient one, with Sebastian Serlio
undoubtedly playing the role of intermediary here[175]. The windows on the ground floor of the
Belvedere were inspired by his third book, published for the first time in 1540, in which the lining
of the circular temple in Tivoli from the early 1st century B.C. is depicted, the windows of which
also have mirrors under the lower edge[176].In the fourth book of Serlio’s work, which was first
published in 1537, in the chapter devoted to the Corinthian order, there is a drawing of two
doors, on page 51v they are “from Palestina” (likely Palestrina)[177] and on page 52r they are
from “a Corinthian temple half a mile from Spoleto”. Both drawings depict doors with richly
decorated frames with ears and cornices on the sides. Serlio did not incorporate them into his
book because they were typical for ancient architecture, but, on the other hand, because they
were atypical, all the while explicitly emphasizing this uniqueness among Spoleto doors in the
attached commentary.Doors with ears and cornices were an ancient Greek mannerism which
established itself in the Roman Republic and we can find them, for example, in the Hellenic
Doric temple in Cori from the time around 100 B.C.[178]. As Vitruvius proves, something similar
to this had already been rejected in Augustan classicism, doors with ears were reserved
exclusively for the Doric order and their further attributes were a plain frame and a narrowing
upward[179]. For Vitruvius, the cornices and the ears are the two alternatives which are not
mutually compatible. Later, the combination of Ionic and Doric doors appeared once again, for
example on the Pantheon, where an architect identifiable as Riniero Neruccio da Pisa drew them
at the beginning of the 16th century[180]. The non-classic doors attracted further top
renaissance architects, to which a drawing of the doors of the temple in Cori mentioned above,
by Antonio da Sangallo the Younger, testifies[181]. The doors combining a Doric frame with ears
with Ionic hanging scrolls were utilized by Bramante for the main entrance of the Doric Tempietto
in S. Pietro in Montorio (1499-1502), which was mentioned in the preceding chapter. This type
was often drawn and apparently entered the repertoire of renaissance architects due to



Bramante’s authority[182].Ferabosco (or Wolmut) was evidently inspired in the Prague
Belvedere by the drawing of the doors of S. Salvatore near Spoleto mentioned above[183]. The
portals are equipped with Doric ears, but at the same time have divided frames, following the
model of the Ionic doors. They also differ from the Ionic doors by Vitruvius in that their frieze is
much more capacious and the scrolls along the sides are also larger and additionally have the
shape of an “S” created freely in space, so they have lost their tectonic function and became a
purely decorative element. Scrolls such as these are based on ancient architecture, but were
limited exclusively to the late republic epoch, when they appeared on small constructions such
as gravestones[184]. San Salvatore at Spoleto dates back to the 4th-5th century by some
researchers, but it is necessary to counter this date. All features of the San Salvatore portals
have their base in the ancient tradition, but they do not have any ancient analogies as a whole.
This is why Deichmann estimates the date of the building to be the second half of the 8th
century[185] and quite recently, Jaggi estimates it to be the late 6th to the early 8th
century[186].Serlio inherited his awe for the portals of S. Salvatore from the architect who was
his greatest idol, Michel Sanmicheli[187]. We can find the most faithful copy of the Spoleto doors
on the Casa di Sanmicheli in Verona (around 1534), in which not only the combination of Doric
and Ionic elements is adopted, but also the manner of decoration, including the tendril in the
rectangle under the cornice[188]. This was how Sanmicheli defined his otherwise rather humbly
decorated house as the domicile of an original artist – the ancient style decoration, which has no
analogy in the architectural production of the time, was apparently meant to emphasize the
unique nature of the status of the architect-builder in the society at that time[189]. The Spoleto
Ionic-Doric frame maintained this hallmark of uniqueness until the middle of the 16th century
and it appears in the Prague Belvedere as a rarity with which nothing could compare in
fanciness.The architect of the Prague Belvedere was evidently not inspired by S. Salvatore
directly, but rather, merely by the drawing in Serlio’s book. Adhering to it, he created the concept
of the anconein a somewhat different form and as a full cornice, also, the half-palmettes on the
sides of the frieze was oriented outward and not inward. Serlio’s drawing is quite schematic,
which is why the details had to be taken from another building. This was the “Tempio di Dio
Redicolo”, which is a grave on the Via Appia, which, judging from the ornamentation, comes
from the years 138-161[190]. Even in this case, it was a very popular building among architects
in the 16th century[191]. Wolmut or Ferabosco also must have had a drawing of this type in his
archive, because above the lintel of the doors in the Prague Belvedere is a cornice with pipes
and above it a cyma recta separated from the cornice by an astragal. We do not find this detail in
Serlio’s book, but rather, on the windows of the western side of the “Tempio di Dio Redicolo”.We
must, then, clarify and correct the established idea that the frames on the ground floor of the
Prague Belvedere was taken “from ancient Roman architecture”[192]. Without being aware of it,
Wolmut was not inspired by the ancients here, but by the Benevento proto-renaissance, which
operated very freely with ancient architectural heritage. It was evidently not a coincidence,
because all the other models which he used for the individual details of the door frames come



either from the later Hellenistic tradition or, alternately, from the second century A.D., when the
early imperial architectural classicism lost its effectuality. It is symptomatic that none of the
models for the Belvedere’s reconstruction can be associated with the Augustan tradition and
Vitruvius. This pronounced style proves that the author of the Prague Belvedere reconstruction
had been carefully following the Northern Italian fashion trends, specifically the publications of
Sebastian Serlio and the work of Michele Sanmicheli.The doors very similar to those of the
Belvedere can be found in the buildings of the French king Henry II. Above all, we must mention
the doors from 1556 in the “chambre de parade” in the Paris Louvre. This room was a part of the
new construction the Louvre, which was designed for François I by Pierre Lescot but was
realized by his son. The room owes its name to the atypically rich garnishes from exotic wood,
made by Sibec de Carpi and Etienne Carmoi[193]. The frames of the doors was here inspired by
the one which Serlio depicted on the page mentioned above, 52r, in his book from 1537. The
dependence on Serlio’s illustration is evident here – in the book, even a profile of the ancone is
pictured in the side view on the side of the doors, which apparently inspired the author of the
design of the doors for Henry II to hang one more ancone from the cornice above the doors, as if
coming from the side of the frame.Similarly conceived were the doors to the dance hall of the
château in Fontainbleau from the time around the year 1558, which are attributed to Philibert De
l’Orme[194]. In this case, the ancient model was altered even more radically, such that only the
ancone placed on the wall was depicted. Sebastiano Serlio made the Ionic-Doric doors famous
not only by incorporating them into the illustrations in his books, but above all through the
adjoining commentary, in which he writes that “they have no equal in any building that I’ve ever
seen”[195]. This uniqueness apparently clinched the decision that the doors as they were then
rendered would appear both in the architecture of the French king and on the Prague Belvedere
of the Roman and Czech king Ferdinand I.The reconstruction of the Prague Belvedere did not
contribute in any fundamental way to its becoming an even more pleasant place for rest and
recreation, as it primarily changed the way that the building looked from afar. For inhabitants and
visitors of Prague, the Belvedere did not actually begin to exist until the upper floor was
completed, as only then did it become a part of the Prague Castle, next to the panorama of
which it was now a part due to the striking shape of its roof. The completion of the Belvedere
reveals that Ferdinand understood it primarily as a monument to the Hapsburg presence in
Prague and thus also in all of Central Europe. The Belvedere had already been likened to a
temple from afar, due to its high roof, and this impression was strengthened given a closer view,
because both the niches on the façade of the upper floor and the decorative portals and frames
of the windows on the ground floor pointed in this direction. Such richly decorated frames in the
context of 16th century architecture do not signalize a short-term residential building, but rather
a cult space, the central character of which could not be anyone else but the builder himself and
his family. Upper Floor Between the ground part with its arcades and the upper floor of the
Belvedere, which Ferdinand had been building since 1555, a conspicuous change of code took
place, pointing to the significant modification in the message of the entire building. The arcades



of the Belvedere are in the Ionic style, the columns are smooth, but have Ionic capitals, and
above the three-level epistyle is a frieze with rich floral décor. The rich decoration is in full
harmony with the epic nature of this architectural order, which is in additionally emphasized by
the garlands on the capitals of the columns, figural consoles on the walls of the building and
figural reliefs incorporated into the spandrels of the arcade, pedestals of the columns and
balustrade columns. This rich decoration contrasts sharply with the upper floor, which is
rendered in an entirely different manner and is above all in strict Dorian style. The façade of the
Belvedere’s upper floor is spaced out, but its adornment is very austere, above the series of
windows alternating with niches is a Dorian frieze with triglyphs and empty metopes. The niches
are lined with Doric pilasters on which rests an Ionic cornice with a three-level epistyle and an
empty, lightly compressed frieze. The windows have a Doric lining with ears, but above them is a
cornice similar to the one above the niches, along the sides of the windows, volutes hang from
the cornice.This striking change of tone cannot be associated merely with the personality of the
builder. As a letter from Ferdinand I to the Archduke Ferdinand, who was entrusted with the
supervision of the construction, from January 31, 1557 clearly proves, this change was faithfully
approved by the ruler, which perhaps points to the fact that it was also requested by him.
Ferdinand approved the model of the façade, which, however, was evidently not created in
detail, as the ruler explicitly requests that the doors, niches and windows be decorated with
stonework, purely geometric, without floral motifs, which also applied to the frieze below the
highest roof cornice[196]. Ferdinand’s involvement in the matter of the decoration of the upper
floor of the Belvedere shows that the change in code was not merely an aesthetic issue, the
point was not to achieve a sharp contrast between the two parts of the building, which could
possibly be explained as a matter of the architect’s taste.How, then, are we to explain the radical
exchange of the Ionic accidence for the Doric? It is most likely that it was influenced by the
ancient teachings on what is appropriate (“decorum”), which established itself in the first half of
the 16th century. The semantic differentiation of the individual orders was generally known from
Vitruvius (1, 2, 5), who reserved the Doric temple for war deities such as Minerva, Mars or
Hercules, while for their opposites, Venus, Flora or Proserpina, he recommends the Corinthian
order. The Ionic order is, according to Vitruvius, suitable for a temple to Juno, Diana or Bacchus
– “It shall do justice to their status in the middle, since the stylistic character of these divinities
has neither the austere tone of the Doric saints nor the refinement of the Doric or Corinthian
temples”. The division of Vitruvius was popularized by Sebastiano Serlio in his architectural
guide from the year 1537, in which he Christianized the ancient orders of the time. The Ionic
order, according to Serio, is suitable for temples to male saints who are neither robust nor
delicate or for female saints (fol. 36v and 15r), the Ionic order is, also according to Serlio,
especially suitable for buildings to be used for science or life in retirement. The Doric order,
which Serlio associated with Jupiter and war gods, is recommended as suitable for honoring the
central male characters of the Christian cult – Jesus, Saints Peter and Paul (fol. 17r)[197].The
upper floor of the Prague Belvedere perhaps did not speak to the educated public of the time



merely through associations which were meant to evoke the Dorian order, but also through links
to a specific Roman building. Mádl had already pointed to the fact that the architect of the upper
floor evidently took the alternation of the right-angled windows and niches from the façade of the
upper floor of the of Bramante’s circular temple S. Pietro in Montorio (1499-1502)[198]. The
Doric framing of the niches and the Doric entablature with triglyphs and metopes could have
been taken from the ground floor of the Roman temple of St. Peter. Otherwise, the Prague
Belvedere recalls Bramante’s building also through its gradational silhouette with column gallery
on the ground floor, descending upper floor and striking cupola.The intermediary between Rome
and Prague could have been Serlio, who incorporated Bramante’s temple as one of the few
modern buildings into the third book of his tract on ancient architecture, which was published for
the first time in 1540[199]. The upper floor of Bramante’s building differs from the Prague
Belvedere in that the windows and niches have a common cornice. The architect of the Prague
building could find the windows and niches with their independent frames in the fourth book of
Serlio’s tract, published in 1537. On page 178v, we find the façade of the upper floor, which is
not Doric but is otherwise so similar to the Belvedere that it could have served as a source of
inspiration. The ground floor also consists of arcades and doors and even the windows have a
lining similar to that in the Belvedere, i.e. the doors with the ears above and the windows with the
ears both above and below. The concept of the lining on the upper floor is even similar to the
Belvedere in that Ionic scrolls hang from the cornices of the windows.Serlio also utilized the
niches next to the windows in his drawing illustrating the papal Villa Madama, which was built in
Rome during the years 1519-1527[200]. The villa was already well known in its time as the first
archaeologically faithful reproduction of an ancient Roman villa, so it would certainly be a
suitable model for the Prague Belvedere, which aligned itself with ancient villas through its
colonnade on the ground floor. Serlio incorporated the drawing of the Villa Madama into the third
book (120v), but unlike the original he added niches on the sides of the windows which, as he
himself admits, he added “per ornamento”[201]. On page 68v of Serlio’s third book is the interior
of Bramante’s temple of S. Pietro in Montorio, with niches on its ground floor part. The interior of
the upper floor of the Belvedere is also equipped with niches, which was at that time an even
less typical feature of residential buildings than niches on the façade[202].S. Pietro in Montorio
was built on the spot where the first pope and the founder of the Roman Catholic Church was
tortured to death. Despite its small dimensions, it was a famous building in its time, which was,
like the Prague Belvedere, placed above the city. Bramante programmatically built it in the Doric
order, the first building in the post-Christian ancient times, which was only partially faithful to the
ancient models, as its aim was not merely the rebirth of the old Roman architectural language,
but an expression of Christian faith in salvation and resurrection[203]. The Prague Belvedere
was a building of the future Holy Roman Emperor, which not only the austere Doric style but
perhaps even the citations of the Bramante temple of St. Peter above Rome were to indicate.
Ferdinand’s architectural projects thus, as it appears, copied his political career, which peaked
on March 24, 1558, when he was declared Roman emperor in the Frankfurt assembly.This



political interpretation of the upper floor of the Prague Belvedere from the years 1555-1559 is
supported by the fact that the reconstruction of the Viennese Hofburg, which took place roughly
at the same time, during the years 1553-1559, was rendered similarly. The upper floor of the
Prague Belvedere has not only the Doric order in common with the Viennese Hofburg, but also
an entire series of further features. The lining of the windows in the Hofburg has, similarly to the
Prague Belvedere, a cornice above the upper edge with hanging Ionic volutes. Similarly to the
Prague Belvedere, elements of the Order of the Golden Fleece were incorporated into the
decoration of the lining of the window and gate and on the gate we can find a whole series of
motifs which have direct analogies in Prague[204]. These are the motif of the chain of the
Golden Fleece (flint with flames and a steel sword) on the St. Andrew’s cross, Jupiter’s winged
lightning and finally a grotesque mask with a ribbon tied around its head so that it has large ears
on both sides. St. Andrew was a patron of Burgundy and thus of the Order of the Golden Fleece,
his cross was a symbol of the uniting of the eastern and western empire. We can find all these
motifs on the balustrade of the upper floor of the Prague Belvedere, which points to the fact that
Ferdinand did not differentiate between the Prague Summer Palace and his main domicile in
Vienna.Similarities in architectural conception and iconography between the Prague Belvedere
and the Viennese Hofburg concern not only the façades, but the shape of the roof as well. We
can find analogies to the double-arched curved roof of the Belvedere in the western wing
adjoining the Viennese Hofburg, which Ferdinand built for his children during the years
1553-1559. These similarities between the Prague and Vienna buildings can be best explained
by considering the author of the Hofburg project, who was most likely Peter Ferabosco, to be
also the author of the idea-based concept of the completion of the Prague Belvedere and
Wolmut to a certain degree as capable of having independently realized his
designs[205].Ferabosco’s Vienna portal shows that the above mentioned Villa Doria in Genoa
played the role of intermediary in the new wave of ancient inspiration in central Europe[206]. The
Hofburg gate, which closely adheres to the monumental main gate of the Villa Doria from the
year 1532, which was built in Doric, i.e. imperial style, proves this. On the metopes of the Villa
Doria gate, Jupiter’s eagle, a bukranium is depicted in the middle, and on the edges are lightning
bolts, which help to define the villa as the domicile of the second Jupiter. In the atrium, where the
gate leads, this idea is explicitly expressed in that Jupiter is depicted as ruler of the heavens on
the painting in the spandrel opposite the entrance, in the axis of the atrium.In Vienna, the Genoa
model was simplified, the freely standing columns built in front were replaced by half-columns
and the decoration was reduced to a minimum, but it is important that the innovative concept of
the triglyphs transformed into brackets in a non-classic manner was preserved. The portal of the
Villa Doria was something revolutionarily new during its time, and had a strong reaction in
Genoa, which is supported by the fact that it was often imitated in later years in this city[207].
The iconography of the Vienna portal, however, supports the argument that its model was most
likely the Doria villa and not its later Genoa imitation or Serlio’s fourth book, in which we can find
individual elements of the thus rendered monumental portal. That is, in Vienna we can find



bucrania in the metopes and Jupiter’s winged lightning, which also characterize Doria’s “imperial
portal”.The design for the north façade of the Doria villa, kept in the Musée Condé, Chantily,
confirms Vasari’s claim that its author was Perin del Vaga[208]. The original style of this façade,
and above all that of the monumental portal, came out of the reform of the ancient architectural
vocabulary with which Vaga became closely familiar during his time in Raphael’s workshop and
Ferabosco introduced into Central Europe through him. A similar genesis brought about the
figural reliefs of Paolo della Stella, as we shall show below, the style of which also had its roots in
Raphael’s Vatican workshop.The plan for the Belvedere’s reconstruction made it clear that it was
to be an atypical building, both up close and from afar. In addition, we can assume that the
exclusive components of the reconstruction were also bearers of meaning – they were not only
meant to detach the Prague Belvedere from common architectural production, but also to
characterize the builder in a specific way. This interpretation is prompted by the fact that
exclusivity in the reconstruction of the Prague Belvedere was apparently part of its program. In
addition to the then atypical alternation of windows and niches on the upper floor, the
reconstruction is characterized by the no less atypical shape of the roof, which will be discussed
below. Roof The roof of the Prague Belvedere was apparently designed so that it would attract
attention from afar. It established itself not only in the city panorama, which all depictions of
Prague from that period prove[209]. If the Prague Belvedere thus influenced the further
development of Central European architecture in any way, then it was through its pyramidal
silhouette and saddle roof. The manner in which it was established in the city panorama could
have been an inspiration for the “Great Lusthaus” in Stuttgart from the years 1584-1593, which
follows its example, also using arcades with a gallery surrounding the entire building. It was built
in the garden of the Stuttgart residence, but its dimensions are so monumental that it was
established in the city panorama next to the château and the monastery cathedral. Similarly to in
Prague, this goal was accomplished primarily through the striking dimensions of the roof.The
author of the Prague Belvedere’s reconstruction designed a roof which was remarkable both due
to its height and its atypical curved arches, neither of which can be derived from classical
antiquity. In Italy of that time, all classical style villas had low roofs with straight sides, and this
was also the case with the villas which could have been the direct model for the Prague
Belvedere, such as the Villa Doria in Genoa (1528-1533) or the “Villa dei Vescovi” (1529-1539).
Without exception, all of Serlio’s villas “all antica”, as can be expected, have low tent roofs[210].
The high roof is a characteristic sign of medieval buildings, which confused Lubke so much that
he associated the Prague Belvedere with the baroque gothic style of the 18th century[211].The
origin of the Belvedere’s atypical roof, which resembles the overturned hull of a boat, was most
recently sought in France, in the work of Philibert De l’Orme[212]. Most similar to the Prague
Belvedere were the roofs of two pavilions in the southern part of the park in Anet, as in these
cases, their profiles ended in an arc-shape not only on the bottom, but also on the top, where a
platform for musicians was placed[213]. De l’Orme used the same roof shape for the royal
hunting lodge La Muette in Saint-Germain-en-Laye (Yvelines)[214]. Among the roofs built in



1558, we can even find a form similar to the one in Prague, i.e. with curves on all sides[215]. The
origin of the Belvedere’s roof, however, cannot be sought in France. De l’Orme began working on
the projects mentioned above in 1555 and did not publish them until 1561. In addition, there is a
technical problem here – the French construction is slightly different: the staves of the Belvedere
are not connected by boards running through the segments, which is the main element of De
l’Orme’s invention “roof from small pieces of wood”. This construction enables the building of
roofs with very bold curves and in addition, it can get by without the use of long beams and is not
only more inexpensive, but also lighter, so it does not require heavy walls, which would certainly
be suitable in the case of the Belvedere[216].In his book, which was published for the first time
in 1561, De l’Orme published the unrealized project “the basilica or royal domicile”, the roof of
which recalls the Prague Belvedere. This design is connected to the Prague building not only in
that it is an explicitly royal project, but also through the loggias, which extend around its entire
perimeter. Of course, it did not consist of a column arcade, but of pillars with attached half-
columns and in addition, arcades alternated with walled-in segments. The roof covered a huge
hall, fifty meters long, and De l’Orme was here undoubtedly inspired by the “court
palaces” (palazzi della ragione) of the Italian medieval towns, which were multi-purpose public
spaces which continued in the tradition of the ancient Roman basilicas, with which he may have
been familiar from Padua or Vicenza[217]. De l’Orme’s design of the “basilica or royal domicile”
is a very valuable documentation of the associations that the Italian city palaces invoked in
transalpine Europe[218].The Italian city palaces are most often mentioned in specialized
literature as the inspiration for the Prague Belvedere[219]. Palladio, who had been
reconstructing the palace in Vicenza since 1549, was the first to connect the building with the
ancient tradition by calling it a “basilica” (from the Greek “basileus”, king), which could have led
De l’Orme to the thought that a building of precisely this type would be suitable to represent the
French king. Huge ship's-keel roofs of the city palaces dominate the panoramas of Vicenza and
Padua in a manner similar to that in which the Belvedere rose up over Prague. The Padua
“Palazzo della ragione” was built in 1219 and assumed its current form, with the keel roof and
arcade gallery in 1306. Even prior to the existence of the Prague Belvedere roof and De l’Ormo’s
design, the Padua building could have been echoes in the “Aula marmorea”, which Matthias
Korvin built in Budapest, which was not at all surprising, considering the close ties between
Hungarian kingdom of the time and Italy[220].As concerns the combination of the renaissance
façade and the late gothic roof of the Prague Belvedere, Vicenza offers an analogous, though
mirror-image picture. In Vicenza, Palladio added peak renaissance arcade façades to the late
gothic architecture from the years 1451-1460[221]. In Prague, a roof of the late gothic type was
added to the already existing renaissance ground floor. Both the Prague and the Vincenza
buildings prove that the late gothic saddle roof was considered compatible with the classical-
style façade. This was probably indicated by the project of “Tiempo Malatestiano”, which Alberti
had been realizing in Rimini starting in 1446. Though the building was never completed, judging
according to the commemorative medal from 1540, Alberti evidently intended to equip the



building with a keel roof[222]. It is characteristic that, alternately, Alberti equipped his Florentine
buildings with low, almost flat roofs. This practice, incidentally, proves the degree to which Italian
renaissance architects accommodated the taste of their clients.As De l’Orme’s “Basilica” as well
as the Prague Belvedere prove, the keel roofs of the northern Italian city palaces were in
transalpine Europe evidently considered especially suitable for celebratory architecture. De
l’Orme’s “basilica” and the Prague Belvedere also have arcade galleries surrounding the entire
building in common with these medieval buildings. After its reconstruction, the Prague Belvedere
thus resembled the Padua “Palazzo della ragione”, which would move this villa, which was
ostensibly meant for private recreation, onto a somewhat different level. The Padua palace was a
multi-purpose building, but was an explicitly public building, the decoration of which was
dominated by judicial themes[223]. The Prague Belvedere is characterized by not only its keel
roof, but also primarily by its double curvature, the arc-shaped curvature is on the top, where the
curve peaks in a sharp ridge as well as on the lower edge. We can find a similar arc-shaped
curvature in the work of De l’Orme and a similarly curved dome was built during the years
1561-1563 on the tower of the St. Vitus Cathedral in Prague, apparently based on a design by
the same architect[224]. The decision regarding the shape of the St. Vitus dome was made by
Emperor Ferdinand on June 12, 1560, when he chose from the project applications, a design on
which the roof had a “sufficient height and adornment”, by which “adornment” could have only
meant precisely this arc-shaped curvature. In any case, this was not a whim on the emperor’s
part, because this type of onion-shaped dome appears on other buildings in Prague and
elsewhere around the middle of the 16th century.The arc-shaped curvature is characteristic of
the onion-shaped domes which appeared for the first time in Europe in the 13th century, on the
three lanterns of the cupola of St. Mark in Venice[225]. The origin of domes of this shape can be
sought in Muslim architecture, above all in Cairo or Damascus, where onion-shaped domes
were then established, Venice, hence, in the 13th century with the greatest likelihood followed
the Muslim fashion of the time[226]. Clearly the most significant Italian building with a striking
arc-profile roof was the pair of chapels which Pope Nicholas V had built in 1451 by the S. Angelo
bridge on the city side, their form captured on the first view of Rome from 1490, on the rendering
in Schedel’s chronicle from 1494 and on the fresco in S. Trinità dei Monti from the 16th century,
but Pope Clement VII (1523-1534) had the chapel torn down[227].Around 1500, towers with
onion-shaped domes appeared in the Netherlands, which, similarly to Venice, maintained active
trade relations with the orient. In the 16th century, these domes were appearing all over northern
Europe. In Germany, they were called “welsche Haube” (Italian cupolas), because the shape,
even though it did not actually come from this country, was created for the German clients by
Italian builders who were so technically gifted that they were able to undertake practically any
assignment[228]. Around the middle of the 16th century, these domes appeared on royal
residences in a broad swathe from Madrid to London to Vienna, Prague, and Cracow[229].While
all of the towers on the drawing by the court painter of the Count-Palatine Otteinrich, which
captures Prague in 1536, still have pyramidal gothic roofs,[230] the Wroclaw view of the city in



1562 proves how quickly the onion-shaped roofs became domesticized here[231]. Remarkable
is the almost exclusive concentration of the Prague onion-shaped domes at the Prague Castle,
primarily in its eastern part, which directly adjoined the Belvedere and where the renaissance
palaces of the two most powerful Czech families of the time, the Rosenbergs (1545-1556) and
the Pernštejns (1555-1562), stood. This would lead us to believe that the onion-shaped domes
and, in general, roofs with a striking profile, were then perceived as an attribute of the social
elite. The domes and roofs with arc-shaped curved were always combined with classical style
forms taken from Italy during the transalpine renaissance. These were as a rule the most
prestigious projects, so the mixing of old and new forms was not the result of lack of knowledge,
but a conscious indicator of local diversity. The architects and in particular their patrons, who
played a decisive role, were surely aware of the fact that in Rome and Florence, roofs and
domes had, except for the few examples mentioned above, a semicircle profile without curves of
any type.The architect who led the construction of the Belvedere following Stella’s death, i.e.
evidently Wolmut, working with Ferabosco’s designs, was criticized for his “stylistic wobbliness“,
which was supposedly manifested in the ancient-style Doric upper floor under a high gothic roof
which was pronouncedly curved. An even more example is Wolmut’s Old Parliament at the
Prague Castle from the years 1559-1564 – it has a gothic interior, where, however, Wolmut
placed a stone tribunal, adhering closely to the Italian renaissance models. Wolmut conceived
the musical organ-loft in the St. Vitus Cathedral from the years 1556-7 to 1560 in a similarly
incongruous manner, as the classicist façade is combined with a gothic vault. Pavel Vlček
attributes this mixing of gothic and ancient forms on Ferdinand’s Prague buildings to the
architect’s taste: “Wolmut was willing to forgo a new style in favor of the medieval tradition of the
gothic tectonic system, which he knew well and which he was essentially a part of, at any time
(and was likely glad to do so)”[232].The alternation of the old gothic and new renaissance styles
was not, however, in conflict with the artistic theory and practices of the later 16th century.
Similarly to a series of transalpine architects of the time, Wolmut occasionally consciously used
gothic architectural forms to increase the celebratory impression in the space intended for
religious rituals or for top political negotiations. This was demonstrable in the above mentioned
case of the Old Parliament at Prague Castle, the vault in which Wolmut ambitiously adapted to
the late gothic Vladislav Hall leading into it. This was a well thought out decision not only on the
part of the architect, but primarily on the part of the builder, which proves the existence of an
Italian plan that was not approved by Ferdinand and thus not realized, which rendered the vault
in a modern renaissance style[233].Transalpine Europe did not share renaissance Italy’s
brusque judgment of the gothic style[234]. In Italy itself, this judgment otherwise was by far not
universally shared. On one side of the spectrum of opinions was the uncompromising Tuscan
position, contrasting with the attitude of the northern Italian builders and architects, who viewed
the buildings from the previous century, primarily in Venice, with awe and made it clear that they
were proud not only of their medieval past, but also of their intensive contacts with the east. For
this reason, the imitation of ancient Roman models in northern Italian renaissance architecture



intertwined with echoes of the gothic and Muslim building tradition. It is worth mentioning that
even famous architects such as Antonio da Sangallo or Giulio Romano, who worked in Rome in
an exclusively classical style, partially returned to the gothic idiom in assignments in northern
Italy[235].
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